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Greetings and welcome to a 16 hours Light Language Initiation course with E Light 

Lesson Overview:

Live online Masterclasses are at 7pm GMT+2 (Spanish time). They will be recorded and sent 
to you following each session for you to download and watch back.

1. Introduction to light language, 
- History and Mechanics YANG: Tuesday 1st June
2. Introduction to Channeling YIN: Friday 4th June
3. The Akashic Template YANG: Tuesday 8th June
4. Voice of your soul YIN: Friday 11th June
5. The Light body Mechanics YANG: Tuesday 15th June
6. The Light body expression YIN: Friday 18th June
7. Crystalline consciousness Template YANG: Tuesday 22nd June
8. Crystalline Channel of Light YIN: Friday 25th June
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Hello beautiful soul and welcome to the Light Language initiation course. I am excited to be 
on this journey with you. This is an ebook to accompany the course, where it has channeled 
information you can read and refer back to in relation to what we will be covering in the course. 

This book is channeled from my higherself where I work with many ascended masters, angels 
and guardians of light throughout, together we are E. They are assisting this course, protecting 
the space and waiting to work with those who wish to work with them. You may even be visited 
by some of the guardians throughout this course as they sometimes like to pay you a visit when 
you become activated by the light language through my channel. The guardians resemble many 
of the Ancient Gods and Goddesses that were around in Egypt, Atlantis and Lemuria including 
many of the Indian Gods and Goddesses also.

I will also be guiding you in how you can establish a strong connection with your guides and 
the God source, where you will be learning to channel light language, which can assist you in 
channeling in your native tongue as well. 

Your third eye may become activated through this course, particularity if this is something you 
are seeking, where you may see light codes, sacred geometry and multidimensional beings. 
Each process is unique so not everyone will necessarily see. The key is to let go, enjoy and trust 
that all that you are meant to receive you shall. 

Your Kundalini may also get activated including other multidimensional abilities particularly 
with the light language activations. If you feel vibrations on your body, this is normal, the light 
language can trigger a deep remembrance and activate a new found depth of multidimensional 
awareness. 

If you find the vibrations to be too much at any point, or third eye activations at all 
overwhelming, I guide you to tune into your heart, and the ground beneath you, feeling 
your connection to Gaia the sacred mother and spirit of the earth with you, supporting you 
and assisting you. Feeling the support and assistance of your connection to Gaia, bring your 
awareness to your breath and rhythm of your heart, whilst tuning into your hands and the 
sensation in your hands to assists you grounding. You can then place one hand upon your heart 
and one on your solar plexus, and affirm, I am balance aligned, embodied, and divine light.

You can also say a prayer to the source God to assist you in grounding and integrating the 
frequencies, 

“Dear source God, please tune down the vibrations, please assist me in grounded and standing 
strong in my center now, thank you. You may then affirm, it is done.”

For others you may enjoy to ride all the surfaces including vibrations in your body, your 
multidimensional abilities and memories are becoming activated, so just relax into it and enjoy 
remembering the higher angelic realms are by your side throughout the journey before you and 
always.

Enjoy the experience.
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Introduction
Light language is the language of the soul, it is the language of love and of your core 
expression. When you learn the channel light language because you are greater aligning 
with the wisdom and voice of your soul, it can be incredibly healing, activating and 
awakening.

Throughout this Light language initiation course we will be guiding you in understanding 
the light language from a analytical perspective to give you a solid foundation in 
awareness of the mechanics of it, through the universal laws of geometry, vibration, 
frequency and attraction, as well as how to channel the light language for your self.

Where as the analytical understanding and approach to light language is much more 
masculine, YANG, the capacity to channel the light language is much more feminine YIN.

It is important for you in order to be the greatest light language channel possible, to 
be balanced in your YIN and your YANG. A balanced understanding in light language 
will facilitate the quality in which you channel, where our intention and goal with the 
course of initiation is to give you a foundation for becoming a master light language 
channel if you would like to. It is your potential where this is where we hold the bar for 
you. We believe in you, where it is important that you also do. If you find believing in 
you challenging, believe in the source God inside of you and we can work from there to 
remind you how beautiful and worthy you are of mastery. 

The source God is your greatest partner and teacher, where a great place to start when 
it comes to channeling light language is to start with the source. Look to build your 
relationship with the source, speak to the source.  

Dear Source God, please guide me in becoming a balanced, aligned, self aware and 
master light language channel, in service purely to the light and divine of the most high, 
Dear Source God, through my channel may I only channel the light of my highest and 
purist expression in alignment with you, to deliver the wisdom, assistance love and light 
of you, Thank you.

When you say thank you after prayer, or after asking the source for assistance, you 
become the vibrational match to that which you ask for and facilitate the instant 
alignment of it. 

It is important when you channel light language, particular when you channel for others 
to ensure the light that moves through your channel is the purist and divinest expression 
possible, where when you say a prayer as stated above, you ensure this. You place your 
trust also in the source and in service to the source, which can take you really very far, 
and assist you across all dimensions.
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What is important when it comes to channeling light language is understanding the 
mechanics and laws of vibration and resonance. What you attract to your channel 
and what moves through your channel is a direct reflection of your vibrational point 
of attraction. Channeling light language is a great tool to work with, however we 
recommend you work with other tools as well, such as meditation, prayer and personal 
growth, forever looking to raise your consciousness, elevate your frequency purify your 
channel and attune yourself to the highest expression of the divinity. 

Throughout this course you will find many tools to facilitate this attunement process, 
from working with the source God, to working with the Akashic records, to working with 
different rays of light, working with Arch Angel Michael, Sacred Geometry, universal Laws 
and intention, where the mechanics of light language and your mastery of being able to 
channel light language also is all ultimately a matter of the laws of vibration. 

To begin with we invite you to establish a stronger connection with your higher self, 
which is the voice and consciousness of whom you set to channel through the language 
of light.

Dear Higher self, I am now ready to know you, remember you, hear you and feel you 
deeper than before, I am ready to open to and channel the wisdom of my soul and 
higher self for the greatest and highest good for all, I ask that you be here with me now 
and moving forward. May you assist me in channeling the voice of my soul, I am ready 
to work with you. Thank you.

You may also like to call upon the assistance of your spirit guides, you may also just like 
to work directly with the source God, it is up to you, here is a prayer to call upon your 
spirit guides if you would like to develop a connection with them:

Dear Spirit Guides of the highest of light, I wish to know you, I wish to see you, I wish 
to feel your presence I want to work with you, please assist me in remembering my 
multidimensionality and the multidimensional assistance that is always available to me. 
Please assist me in opening my channel and channeling the highest of divinest of lights. 
Thank you.
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What is fundamental to your greater mastery 
is the balancing of your YIN and your YANG, 
Your feminine and Masculine. In balancing the 
feminine and the masculine within you, your 
greatest potential can be truly unlocked.
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Section 1

Mechanics of Light Language

Unlock the voice of your soul



Mechanics of Light Language

The Laws of Vibration

Everything within the Universe is vibrational at nature, this is a matter of science. There 
are many types of vibration to consider that you learn about at school, from light 
vibration, to motion vibration, to sound vibration. There is also thought vibration which 
you may not have learnt about at school. All these forms of vibration however are but 
branches of the same tree. They are all vibration at nature.

Vibration is the movement of energy.

Frequency is how quickly energy moves.

SEE DIAGRAM 1

Here is a 2D diagram of vibration and frequency. So you can see visually the difference 
between a high vibrational frequency and a low vibrational frequency. A high vibrational 
frequency vibrates much faster than a low vibrational frequency.

Frequency forms the physical world around you, we will exploring this through geometry 
a bit later one. Essentially though, the higher the frequency of something the less dense 
it is, where the 3rd dimension, is formed through very dense vibrations. The higher the 
vibration, the less dense it is, so you move into the 4th and 5th dimensional perspectives 
and the very nature of density, becomes much lighter, as the vibrational frequency 
becomes much higher. You can see a diagram for density vs dimensions on page

All vibration- all energy is essentially consciousness. Where the higher the frequency 
of your consciousness, the higher the frequency of your state of embodiment, aka the 
vibrational frequency of you physical vessel, energy body and being.

The goal in ascension is to raise your vibration. An easy way to understand this, is by 
understanding vibration through studying a spectrum of consciousness. 

SEE DIAGRAM 2

This is a 2D diagram of vibration and frequency in relation to the spectrum of 
consciousness. A low vibration is fear, a high vibration is love. The better you feel 
the higher your vibration and the more aligned with God within / your source 
expression you are, the worse you feel the lower your vibration. This is a key point. 

So to raise your vibration, all you got to do you focus on feeling better. To do this, you 
choose more positive thoughts. There are many keys you can use to assist you in raising 
your vibration. Self love is fundamental, because the goal is to become the consistent 
vibrational embodiment of love. This is the path of ascension- return to source, return to 
God, return to love. Ascension is an inward process, where you are moving into higher 
dimensional perspectives within yourself.
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DIAGRAM 2

DIAGRAM 1
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You must love your self first to reside in the frequency of love. From here loving others 
becomes second nature because others are an extension of you, so to not love others 
means to not love you and visa versa- this is the consciousness that is awakened in the 
depths of self love. Often for light workers however because you are old souls, learning 
to love yourself is a big part of your path. Loving yourself is the capacity to hold healthy 
boundaries, which is also loving for others and so very important for you as a light 
language channel. Your boundaries protect your channel.

We look to the masters of Tai Chi and Qigong here. They are master of the energy, 
where your responsibility as a light language channel is to master your energy field 
and be respectful to the energy field of others. Your responsibility as a light language 
channel is to embody the highest vibration possible, and channel from this vibrational 
state of awareness.

We shine light to Jesus who is a great master of love. He is a role model for humanity 
in this time of awakening, where he was demonstrating to the humanity their potential 
in embodying the consciousness that is crystalline. He embodied the consciousness 
of Christ, where what is important to acknowledge is that Christ consciousness is the 
same as crystalline consciousness, just at different points along the human time line. We 
will be covering the crystalline consciousness throughout this course because it is the 
frequency we are here to attune you to, and assist you in greater embodying. We shine 
light to Jesus as a role model for you and where we raise the bar to in the mastery you 
can embody.

When you awaken to the light language it is a process, but you awaken to the magic in 
the process and the capacity to do great things, we will be sharing with you keys of great 
magic, which we guide you to use for the greatest and highest good for all- just like 
Jesus would do. 

The Laws of vibration are important because it is the basis of how the light language and 
also magic works. 

SEE DIAGRAM 3

The law of attraction is another key Law to work with awareness of. The law of attraction 
works through matching vibrational frequencies. 

So if you are embodying the frequency of love you attract thoughts, words and the 
energy that you channel in the frequency of Love.

If you are in fear you attract thoughts, words and further energy manifestations of fear.

This is why it is important to attune your frequency to love. Where your connection to 
the source God is central here. It is fundamental, for the mastery of your source God 
connection will forever center you in love consciousness.

The greater you practice your source connection, the greater your source God 
connection. This is key to channeling a high vibrational frequency- it is your source 
connection that will assist you here.
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DIAGRAM 3

The goal is to be forever in a place of consistent embodiment of the source. This is 
ascension in essence, where in ascension you are embodying greater and greater states, 
greater and greater heights of the source God at your core. You can ascend all the way 
through the dimensions back to the source in this way. This is the process of embodying 
greater and greater states of love consciousness through ever atom of your being, 
through every DNA strand, through every cell, we will be assisting your through this 
course in doing this, where in essence we provide you the template for upgrading you 
being to greater states of crystalline consciousness.

Crystalline consciousness is 5D at nature and is multidimensional at nature. The 3rd 
dimension is physical form and space. The 4th dimension is the dimension of time, it is 
also the realm in which consciousness passes through before physically manifesting in 
3D. 5D is multidimensional at nature, it is within and also moves beyond the dimensions 
of space and time where it is the awareness and state of embodiment that multiple 
dimensions play out simultaneously. It is the awareness that all possibilities are, where in 
essence there is no right or wrong in 5D- all is. 
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If you wish to explore more about 5D we recommend you watch our 5D resource video 
at The School of Creation, where we share the geometry to visually aid your ascension 
process here into 5D consciousness. Video 5D

https://www.theschoolofcreation.com/video-libary?wix-vod-video-id=e9d5ae13ec93
426ab60a7bee2ecd0f9c&wix-vod-comp-id=comp-km6h2q65

All dimensions are vibrational at nature. As vibration and Geometry are one you can 
understand this through studying basic scientific resonance experiments such as the 
Chaldni plate and Cymascope which visualize the geometric nature of vibration. 

Watch this video the Laws of Vibration and frequency to understand this. 

https://www.theschoolofcreation.com/video-libary?wix-vod-video-id=1347000e6ff
3445091f3cb0528713e8a&wix-vod-comp-id=comp-km6h2q65

THE CHLADNI PLATE

Diagram 4 shows the chaladni plate.

SEE DIAGRAM 4

The Chladni plate is a scientific resonance experiment invented by Ernst Chladni in the 
1700’s. He took a metal plate and placed sand upon the plate, he vibrated the plate and 
the sand bounced around until the plate came to a stand still, capturing the vibration in 
visual form. What was discovered through this experiment is that vibration is geometric 
at nature. The higher the vibration the more complex the geometric pattern is captured. 
The lower the vibration, the less complex. 

THE CYMASCOPE 

The Cymascope uses modern day technology that once again visualizes vibration. Once 
again visualizing the vibration as geometric 

SEE DIAGRAM 5

The Chlandi plate and Cymascope show us how vibration is geometric at nature. This is 
important to understand because Vibration and Geometry are one.

Geometry being the visual expression of vibration. Remember this every time you see a 
geometric pattern- it is also vibrational at nature.  

You can greater understand the nature of reality through understanding the universal 
laws of vibration and how all is vibrational at nature through the sacred geometry. 
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DIAGRAM 4 CHLADNI PLATE

DIAGRAM 5 CHLADNI PLATE
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The Laws of Geometry

Geometry beholds the template of creation where through the study of geometry you 
can understand the nature of reality in greater heights. 

You may like to watch the video ABC of Sacred Geometry.

Here is the pattern of creation which is the blue print of creation. Everything within 
existence can be measured on this geometric scale. It starts with a circle, that circle then 
repeats itself until it gets what is known as the seed of life. This a first key step within the 
pattern of creation. Then you continue this pattern and you get the flower of life. The 
flower of life has two rings placed around it which kept the wisdom hidden in ancient 
times, due to the nature of what this pattern beholds.

When you expand the pattern beyond these two circles you get what is known as The 
fruit of Life. Then if you join all the centers of the circles in The Fruit of Life together, you 
get what is known as Metatron’s cube. The circles represent the feminine and the lines 
that join their centers together represents the masculine. 

SEE THIS DIAGRAM 7

The pattern of creation of creation can be found throughout creation. Each stage of the 
pattern of creation represents so much multidimensionality where connections can be 
made throughout history, ancient scriptures and creation- because it is the pattern of 
creation, all comes from this pattern. Where you can see the resemblance that it holds to 
the first stages of the egg inside the womb in the early stages of the fetus.

SEE THIS DIAGRAM 8

The Pattern of creation is also the template for every word you speak and thought you 
think- (just remember the cymatic scientific experiments). Your thoughts and words have 
a geometric structure- this also includes the light language you channel. Remember this, 
is can assist you. Through your intention and power of visualization when channeling you 
can work with the geometry to facilitate profound balance and healing abilities through 
your light language codes. 

SOURCE FLOWER OF LIFE FRUIT OF LIFE METATRONS CUBESEED OF LIFE

PATTERN OF CREATION

DIAGRAM 6
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Feminine

Masculine

DIAGRAM 7: FEMININE AND MASCULINE

DIAGRAM 8: EGG
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ICOSAHEDRONCUBE TETRAHEDRON OCTAHEDRON DODECAHEDRON

Earth Water Fire Air Aether

The Platonic Solids

DIAGRAM 9: PLATONIC SOLIDS

SEE THIS DIAGRAM 9

Metatron’s cubes holds the basis for all physical form. It also holds the blue print of your 
Merkabah light body and the crystalline template which we shall come onto a bit later.
From Metatron’s cube you get the 5 platonic solids. 

The 5 platonic solids are the only 5 perfect shapes known to man. They are perfect 
because their sides, vertices and faces are all the same size. The platonic solids are 
important, I recommend you get to know them, learn them and memorize them. They 
are the basis of all alchemy, where they hold the template and blueprint of the elemental 
structures throughout the universe, through these 5 platonic solids physical forms is. 

They also represent the chakras where you can find their elemental and geometric 
influence within your Chakras as well as in your light body geometry surrounding you. 
They are important for understanding the nature of reality in greater depth as well as 
yourself where you can work with the platonic solids and elemental influence of each 
solid to assist activating your New Earth Merkabah Light body.
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DIAGRAM 10: PLATONIC SOLIDS, 
CHAKRAS, LIGHT BODY RELATION

SEE THIS DIAGRAM 10

1. First you have the cube- the element of Earth- representative of the root chakra
2. Second you have the Icosahedron- the element of Water- representative of the 
Sacral Chakra
3. Third you have the tetrahedron- the element of fire- representative of the solar 
Plexus chakra
4. Fourth you have the Octahedron- the element of air- representative of the heart 
chakra
5. Fifth you have the Dodecahedron- the element of aether- representative of the 
upper 3 chakras. The throat, third eye and crown chakra.

You may find our youtube video on the platonic solids useful here if you want to explore 
this topic deeper:

LINK



The fifth element, the element of the aether, the dodecahedron is an important one 
I wish to bring your awareness to we will be working with this platonic solids and 
elemental influence of the aether very closely throughout this course, for it is the 
template to the Akash- The Akashic records.

SEE THIS DIAGRAM 11 & 12

The dodecahedron is formed by 12 equal pentagon faces see diagram 11. You have 
the pentagon template quite literally woven through your DNA see diagram 12. 
This is the template for the aetheric element and akash within your DNA, where the 
multidimensional expression of the pentagon is the dodecahedron.

The Akash/ Akasha/ Akashic Records is the records of all that is, every life time is there, 
past present, future and parallel, including your future new earth light body, including 
the master light language channel, you name it, it is in the Akash. You will learn about 
the Akashic reset throughout this course, these are the keys that have been given by 
Kryon a giant of light and guardians of humanity. We share these keys to assist you in 
taking control of your DNA and Akash and summoning into you greater embodiment 
what ever skills and abilities you wish to- this is very useful when it comes to activating 
the master, balanced, embodied and grounded light language channel.

You have Akashic membranes woven through your DNA you see formed by the element 
of the aether, which are gateways to the infinite expanse of the Akash- the Akashic 
records. These Akashic membranes filter in and out the information that you take on 
through the Akash into your current embodiment. This is how certain skill come nature 
to you over others, this is how certain behavior patterns are so very innate, this is how 
Karma is passed down life time after life time, it is down to your Akashic coding and 
inheritance. We will be coming onto that later.

UNDERSTANDING THE SACRED GEOMETRY

It is important to understand the wisdom through the geometry and mathematics, as 
it harmonizes your YIN. Sacred geometry works with the left side of the brain YANG. 
Where as the YIN works with the right side of the brain the feminine. You need a 
balanced YIN and YANG in order to ascend into higher dimensional states of being, 
raise your Kundalini, activate and see well with your third eye, where the sacred 
geometry stimulates and balances your pineal gland, forming a visual bridge between 
the two sides of the brain. 

Through the geometry we have laid out in the previous pages you can understand 
how everything within the universe is geometric at nature as well as how everything 
is vibrational at nature. Sacred geometry is a map in essence. Everything within the 
universe including your physical bodies is vibrational at nature also because geometry 
and vibration are one. Geometry is the visual expression of vibration. 

Where at the core of all vibration, at the core of all geometry, at the core of all of 
creation, is the source. We represent the source as a circle, where as you study the 
sacred geometry you can visually see how this is directly at the center of all. This is 
important to understand because your connection to the source is your greatest gift, 
expression and inner power to be harnessed upon.
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Your connection to the source is what will make you the master light language channel. 
Make the source your greatest ally and companion, the source is your greatest teacher, 
for it is at the core of all teachers and unifies all teachers. Source is in all. If you choose 
to channel light language for others, the source is within those who you channel for. It 
can be an incredibly powerful practice to acknowledge the source in all who do surround 
you. This will deepen your connection to the source. You may also like to call the source- 
God, or divine creator of all it is, it is up to you to find what works for you.

So now you have the basis to understanding how everything within the universe is 
geometric, how everything within the universe is vibrational also, how the source 
is at the core of all, how you attract everything that you channel through the law of 
attraction in reflection to the state of consciousness you embody, and the importance 
of maintaining a high vibration to facilitate the frequency and purity of the light you 
channel.

Sacred Geometry and Light language

Geometry is a powerful visual bridge to work with when it comes to understanding the 
nature of reality. It is multidimensional at nature, it quite literally connects the dimensions 
because it forms them. It connects nodal points within your brain forming new neuron 
pathways facilitating the integration of greater heights of multidimensional awareness. 
This will assist you as a light language channel because light language directly works in 
multidimensional awareness. 

Light Language at nature is multidimensional, and facilitates a quantum form of healing. 
It connects the dots, just like the sacred geometry only in a much more feminine energy, 
it can also be applied the masculine wisdom however, where the YIN leads back to the 
YANG and the YANG back to the YIN to be able to explore the light language in the 
greatest depths. 

Something key to understand here is the nodes- this is fundamental for understanding 
the material of reality, as well as the mechanics of the light language and how it can be 
applied in the future as human consciousness evolves. 

DIAGRAM 13: NODES 
AND GEOMETRY

NODES
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NODES

Nodes are entry points which 
consciousness enters through. 
The geometry works through 
connecting nodal points. 

SEE THIS DIAGRAM 13

The geometry works through 
connecting nodal points. 

There are many different examples 
of nodes- the stars are nodes, your 
pupils are a form of node, your 
chakras are nodes, you also have 
many nodes within your body. The 
sun is another type of node- they 
are entry points within the universal 
material, where their very essence forms the universal material. You have what scientist 
call dark matter- which fills the space between us. If you develop your psychic abilities 
enough and raise your vibration, you will be able to see the space between us, which is 
formed through light particles- another form of node. This template is what enables orbs 
to be. 

SEE THIS DIAGRAM 14

The very first circle in the pattern of creation in 0D/1d is a dot, this is also a nodal point.  
Every time you see a dot, recognize this is a node. Light language works in the same way 
as does all numbers and letters and all geometry for that matter, through connecting 
nodal points.

NODES

DIAGRAM 14: THE FIRST 3 
DIMENSIONS OF THE CIRCLE

DIAGRAM 15: LIGHT 
LANGUAGE AND NODES

SEE THIS DIAGRAM 15

The human languages are derived from light language. The human languages capture 
a frequency which creates a learning zone for evolution in that set frequency. Light 
language takes you beyond the barriers of language and connects the nodes beyond 
spoken word, quite literally bridging us into the realms of telepathy- the language of the 
heart. Telepathy is a feeling based language and is very high vibrationally at nature- it is 
the language of love. Light language is also refereed to as the language of love.
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As you practice light language, and this is something that comes with time and devotion 
to the practice of this mystical art, what you may find that you become much more 
telepathic. You can read situations from afar, what people are thinking and feeling on the 
other side of the world. You can see beyond into the depths of that which you are met 
with. Your intuition and psychic abilities become heightened, dots are connected quite 
literally in ways that you couldn’t see before.

The study of geometry accompanied by light language is very powerful indeed and 
can assist you in developing your intelligence. The geometry is important to remember 
throughout your channeling, as the geometry provides the perfect, template of balance 
and alignment, for channeling light language. Your balance is central to channeling light 
language, where you can work with the geometry to assist this process, visualizing in 
meditation and also learning to draw.

The light language is multidimensional at nature, where it accompanied by the geometry 
is a map through the dimensions. Your goal as a light language channel is to be as 
centered, consciousness, focused, and self aware as to what you are channeling as 
possible, without letting your head get in the way. Just like if you were speaking in your 
native language, be sure to know what you are channeling, through setting the intention 
to channel the highest of possible lights before channeling and also tuning in by feeling 
the frequency of what you are channeling- allowing yourself to really feel.

Light language comes from the heart, where in the process of opening your channel 
you may want to go through a cocooning process as all sorts can come to surface. It can 
assist you in opening your heart in new depths, as you are opening to the language of 
love, the language of your soul. You may want to cry, all sorts of frustrations may come 
to surface as you begin to learn to channel. Here you are working through blocked 
emotions that are clogging your channel. 

I guide you to keep going, do not stop, work through this, where I will be providing you 
with practical exercises in the next section to assist you here. The key is to work through 
all that surfaces, where it is important if you ever want to go onto channel for others, 
that you are able to process within yourself first. Use this as healing for yourself first and 
foremost, and if you feel the call down the line to channel for others that is something 
that can come in time. I was channeling for 1 and a half years for myself before I began 
to channel for others. I had no idea at the time I would be channeling for others, I was 
rather very deep in understanding and exploring the light language within myself, it is a 
journey of self discovery in this way and this should be your number one priority.

A year and a half in to channeling I got direct and crystal clear guidance from my guides 
to channel for others in 2018. This is when I first downloaded the template for Crystalline 
DNA Light body Activation, which my guides then said now you must share this with 
others and activate the Crystalline Consciousness DNA. 

You may have a similar experience to me, yours may be completely different. Remember 
though each journey is different, and the light language you channel and your journey 
is unique to you. No one will have the same experience as you, it is a journey of 
discovering the self. Begin to ask yourself, who are you, who is your soul. Ask your soul 
to speak the language of your soul through you to assist your awakening to you.
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First and for most this is your inner practice and healing process. Use this as an 
opportunity to discover yourself, discover your soul, to fall in love with yourself all over 
again, in new depths. Like a mother nurturing a child. Nurture yourself through this 
process and let whatever emotions that wish to arise, arise to be seen, felt and held by 
you. You soul is old and there is so much depth to you, ready to be discovered in new 
heights who you are.   

History of Light Language 

Something to understand is the History of light language as when you learn to channel 
the light language as the history can surface, where it is important to be aware of this 
and remain centered and in remembrance of your source God connection through this, 
forever reminding yourself of the source at your core. Your ally, best friend, God and 
internal protector.

Light language has been channeled from the beginning of time, and can be traced 
across the planet. 

It can be interesting to look to the ancient languages of Egypt and Sumeria. They were 
much more symbolic than many of the western cultures languages today. You have the 
hieroglyphics of Egypt that were really very symbolic SEE DIAGRAM 16. This was a 
much more creative language, which can be connected to the planetary consciousness. 

DIAGRAM 16: HIEROGLYPHICS 
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Eygpt is renowned for being one of the most evolved civilizations of our ancient history. 
The pyramid technology for example aligns with the nodal points (stars) of the Belt of 
Orion which points to Sirius. The Ancient Egyptians believed that the Gods of Egypt 
came from Sirius. Something to consider in relation to the Pyramid technology- is their 
design, from the geometry of the pyramids to their planetary positioning which reflects 
with Ancients awareness of the wisdom of nodal point technology- the technology of 
crystalline consciousness. 

The pyramids were built by Thoth, which you can read about in the Emerald Tablets, by 
sound frequency (the language of light). They were built in such a way in such a way to 
harness the natural energy of the crystalline grid, where they are placed on the planets 
natural energy points/ Ley Lines. Ley Lines are natural energy channels that run around 
the planet, where they cross they form nodal points. The pyramids were build on these 
cross over nodal points, in union with the star nodal points. The pyramids were not the 
only technology build in such a way, many other ancient artifacts were as well such as 
the Chichen Itza and stone henge. Through connecting the nodal points star gates were 
formed through this technology bridging beyond the dimensions of time and space. 
Their geometry also enabled them to generate energy for their civilizations.

The pyramids of Giza are an Octahedron when mirrored beneath the ground in the 
higher dimensional perspectives. The octahedron is the element of air and also the layer 
beyond the merkabah star tetrahedron- representative of the heart chakra- the christ 
consciousness chakra and gateway to the crystalline/ Christ consciousness technology. 
The technology that operates at the consciousness and frequency of love. This is directly 
connected to the light language, light language and crystalline consciousness come 
hand in hand. The technology of the pyramids being formed through technology of 
consciousness or sound, focused at different vibrational frequencies to achieve intended 
results through the focus of consciousness. This is what has been spoken of and 
decoded in the Emerald tablets.

Our ancient past signifies this ancient technology of sound frequency across many 
different cultures, which you can see through the ancient artifacts. The Ancient Tibetans 
have also been recorded with be able to carve rocks by levitating them with special 
mantras. So you can begin to see how the light language is a huge topic, where really 
we are only just beginning to collectively remember and tap into this wisdom, but as we 
do new technological advancements will unfold. Such as porthole technology.

What I am shown in regard to how they would write in Egypt is very different to today, I 
am shown that hieroglyphics on the wall were created by the high priests and priestess 
who would project visions onto the wall and the symbols would be set purely through 
consciousness frequencies. These symbols were downloaded directly from the source 
and consciousness in the aether of these times. This is why you may see similar symbols 
to Egypt as you open your third eye- as we are returning to times of heightened 
consciousness due to the planetary alignments within the universe.

The return of light language is directly connected to planetary cycles, where we have 
The Great Year Cycle- roughly a 25,800 year cycle which is the time it takes to progress 
through the ages of the equinox. 

SEE DIAGRAM 17
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The Ancient Egypt that we see today, emerged around 14,000 years ago, following 
the fall of Atlantis. I am shown however that there was already the remains of a highly 
advanced civilization here that was before the humanity, where the great sphinx is up to 
100,000+ years old and once had a feline face on- in reflection of the Lyrans, the oldest 
intelligent life in the universe where it has been built upon by other civilizations that 
followed. The original sculptures of the great sphinx were the guardians, aka Giants of 
light- those who walked the earth before humanity. The pyramids however I am shown 
came after the fall of Atlantis around 14,000 years ago, this is also spoken of in the 
Emerald tablets. 

There is an ancient History that comes to light through the light language, due to 
it’s multidimensional nature and capacity to bridge you beyond time and space, also 
because we have spoken the light language in ancient times. You may have memories 
of being in Ancient Egypt, Atlantis of Lemuria, where you were also channeling the light 
language. You may also have memories of being from another star system entirely such 
as the pleiades, Arcturus, Sirus, or Lyra.

First you had the civilizations of Lemuria around 125,00-200,000 years ago and then 
you had the civilization of Atlantis aroun 50,000- 14,000 years ago. These were 5th 
dimensional human civilizations.

Atlantis fell 14,000 years ago where the human consciousness because corrupted and in 
turn vibrationally too dense for the 5th dimensions. So the humanity fell in a density.

The Great Year Cycle
25,800 years

The time it takes for planet to progress through 
the ages of the equinox

Highest states of 
planetary consciousness

Lowest states of 
planetary consciousness

DIAGRAM 17: THE GREAT YEAR CYCLE
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SEE DIAGRAM 18
 
This pattern of decension and ascension can be seen throughout the evolution of 
consciousness across the universe. Cycles in essence serving the role for evolution where 
each time one descends into darkness from light, and then returns from darkness to 
light, and accelerated growth takes place through the contrast, experienced through the 
poles. This return from darkness back to light is what the humanity is now experiencing. 

Another cycle to consider in relation to the planetary awakening and in turn the return 
of light language is the Galactic Year Cycle also known as the Cosmic Year, which is 
a 250,000,000 year cycle- the time it takes for the sun to travel around the galaxy. 
Humanity is less than a quarter of a complete Galactic  Year Cycle, which brings into 
perspective the age of the humanity- they are really very young. 

The Pleiadians I am shown are 3-4 Galactic Years old. Where humanity is heading is 
an area of the universe we have never been before, one that makes way for a great 
height of galactic consciousness. I am shown the giants of light ascended 220,000,00- 
100,000,000 years ago along this galactic year cycle. The really tall ones at least. They 
got smaller from there, now we are set to grow in height again as a species. The height 
being directly reflective of our consciousness. 

In summery the return of light language is directly reflective of the planetary 
consciousness in relation to astrological cycles.

Something interesting to consider here is the growing popularity of emojis in the 21st 
Century human language. Emojis are very symbolic which emotionally and visually  
communicate.

DIAGRAM 18: THE GREAT YEAR CYCLE, 
LEMURIA AND ATLANTIS
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DIAGRAM 20: CHINESE 
ALPHABET

DIAGRAM 21: SANSKRIT

DIAGRAM 22: ARABIC

DIAGRAM 19: EMOJISThe emojis are reflective of the times we are 
in and how humanity is gravitating towards a 
much more feminine free and creative form 
of communication. Rather than a much more 
systematic western language.

There are of course many of the eastern 
languages that have their roots in symbolism, 
they can also be incredibly activating to 
explore and contemplate in relation to the light 
language.

Light Language can often sound quite Chinese 
which is interesting to consider in relation to 
the very symbolic Chinese alphabet, it’s origins 
rooted in symbolism and pictures that have 
overtime developed to bring you the Chinese 
alphabet today. It is interesting to consider the 
light language in comparison to the human 
language as all human language is derived from 
light language- all of creation is derived from 
light language, because all is vibration. 

Chinese is a very high vibrational language 
which you can hear through listening to it. It 
is also a very heart centered language which 
can be interesting to consider in relation to the 
Chinese culture which is very family orientated, 
families stay together and work together for life 
times. Although we see this is the west it isn’t 
as prominent as we see in eastern cultures. Thai 
cultures, Japanese’s cultures are also similar 
to the Chinese heart centered cultures, their 
alphabets also something to consider here. The 
alphabets are much deeper than say the English 
language, where you can say much through the 
Chinese language in just a matter of symbols 
that would take a whole sentence or couple of 
sentences in English.

The same can be seen with the Arabic language, 
the Hindi language and Sanskrit. These are very 
deep languages once again, where similar to free 
flowing light language there is great depth in 
capacity for communication. 
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The light language is the language of love, and love is very deep. Can you think of a 
time when you have ever been in love with another, and there are no words to describe 
how you feel for them? It goes beyond spoken word, into the language of love, into the 
realms of telepathy. Telepathy is a heart centered language in this way, it is very deep, 
and feeling based. 

You are a telepathic being, where as you practice light language your telepathic 
abilities will most likely heighten, this is form of empathy and your capacity to read 
others emotions without speaking, telepathy is empathy mastered at a great depth of 
awareness.

You then have the Western languages such as Spanish and Italian to consider. They can 
sound very harmonic when you listen to them, like a sonnet. Spanish and many of the 
other languages of Europe are also quite heart centered- interesting to consider how 
romantic the European culture are often considered to be, especially the Spanish, Italian 
and French, when you consider this in relation to the language you can begin to see how 
much frequency influences society and civilizations. 

Then you have English, which is a much more closed language in comparison. It can 
sound like building blocks. ABC, where there is not much depth at all to it. It is very 
linear and can sound quite cold and harsh. The British cultures are often considered as 
being reserved and placing barriers up around them- closed and at time incredibly cut 
throat to those around them. I am British so I can say that. If you want to go deep into 
the British Language and frequency of it, it also has it’s spectrum, where the languages 
of the North and West of England, those of Scotland and Wales areas have their accent 
which is slightly more slanted in it’s frequency, that is different to that of the south East- 
The London areas, who speak typical posh English. Yet those who speak the slanted 
English from the Northern and rural areas of England are often much more open and in 
the heart than those in the South East, around London, and this is something that has 
been noted by many brits not just me.

It can be has been very interesting to philosophies the influence of a cultures language 
in relation to the vibrational influence it has on the culture. You will witness first hand 
your own experience of how you transform through the light language, where it can shift 
so much for you in the process. 

In the process, you may find fear arising. If this occurs know that this can happen, where 
it is often rooted in a past life trauma. Something to understand is light language has 
been channeled from the beginning of time. It was known as speaking in tongues 
and has been recorded throughout the sacred scriptures since the beginning of time. 
In some cultures it was honored, respected and preserved. Such as in the cultures of 
India, where many of the Mantras are a form of light language. It is sound medicine, 
where we will be working with Mantras in this course to assist you in opening your vocal 
channel. This can be incredibly powerful indeed and you can experience a profound 
transformation and awakening, particularly if you feel you have a blocked throat chakra. 
Learning to channel the language of light, the language of your soul can change the 
game for you- get excited! 

You also have the Ancient Shamanic cultures of the Americas. Icaros is ancient shamanic 
medicine music, where Shaman will chant Icaros in medicine ceremonies to facilitate 
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healing. This is something that has been shown to the Shaman for thousand of years by 
the sacred Plant medicine and sacred spirit. The Shaman in essence channels the Icaros 
sound frequencies to facilitate the healing of those that come to them.

So what about the Western cultures of Europe? There was of course once a thriving 
Shamanic civilization of magic people found in every country such as the Druids. They 
were however wiped out by the Romans. In places such as England, Spain, France 
and much of Europe for that matter, the magic people, the shaman, the healers, 
were mascaraed. They were burnt at the steak and called witches, they were shamed, 
ridiculed an laughed at, some of them tortured others decapitated and over time heavily 
repressed.

It is important to know of this History. If you feel fear in channeling the light language, or 
if you feel deep overwhelming sorrow, or loss, it may be because you had a past life in 
these times of the great repression. I have worked with many over the years who have. 

It is important to do this work and work through all that surfaces. Remind yourself that 
this is the life time you have been in training for, and this life time you will be accepted 
and light will finally win. That light has finally won. It is already done, now is the process 
of integration.

If you go onto channel for others, this is something that can also surface, so it is 
important to be able to hold space for yourself here first to understand these emotions, 
to study why and how you feel in the process of opening your channel and unlocking 
the voice of your soul. It is important to give yourself as much time and space as you 
need to go through this process and to nature yourself, hold yourself, love your self 
and embrace yourself as you awaken, as you remember and as you open. Let yourself 
express all emotions that wish to surface, where your private light language practice is so 
important.

In the processes I will be guiding you through, it is important that you have a safe space 
in your house where you can allow yourself to let go and be vulnerable, somewhere 
where you can channel, somewhere you can sing freely without holding back, 
somewhere where you can cry, somewhere where you can scream, somewhere you can 
move it and let all that no longer serves you go, somewhere where you can celebrate, 
and somewhere of meditation where you come back to yourself in new depths, as you 
let the voice of your soul speak through you, nurture and sooth you. 

You may like to create a sacred space in your house with an alter and crystals if you 
do not have one already. Somewhere where you can go deep into the practice and 
somewhere that holds a high and sacred vibration for you, this is important, as this is 
deep spiritual work where the more you acknowledge this, hold space for this and honor 
this the more beautiful the journey and opening process shall be.

Remembering the History of humanity touches every soul incarnated as humanity, 
because the light has been repressed throughout Gaia, where now as you learn to 
channel the language of light, acknowledge you light up Gaia because in essence you 
are channeling light.
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Light Language and Magic

Light Language is a form a magic, it is important that you know. All in essence is 
magic. Every word you SPELL forms a larger sentence and SPELL. That Spell has either 
a positive or negative charge behind it. All magic works through the intention of the 
vibrational frequency. 

This is why it is so key to get clear on your intention when channeling light language, 
because you can channel light language in many different ways. You can focus on 
channeling light language to assist opening, aligning and clearing your chakras for 
example. You can focus on channeling light language to liberate yourself from a head 
ache, to raise your vibration, to activate certain abilities, to manifest a certain reality. 
What every it may be are the core of where you direct your light language is the initial 
intention.

To give you the greatest background and foundation, I will be shining light in ways not 
many light language channels do, because I do believe for you to be a master light 
language channel you must know your abilities and your capacities. To be able to know 
your light, you must know your darkness, where to truly master your light you must 
master your darkness.

To understand this you we look to the two poles of light and dark. You have white magic 
and you have black magic. White magic is the magic of love, it is the magic of light, it is 
the magic of the source, it is the magic of the soul and of the divine, it is the magic that 
wishes to serve the source and evolution of consciousness.

Black magic is the magic of ego. It is the magic of Satan, the magic that looks to control, 
that looks to hold power over another and serve egotic agendas. 

It is important if you wish to be a master of the light language, to understand these two 
poles of magic. Every thought, every word and every action you take falls somewhere on 
the scale of these two poles. You have white magic, black magic and many other types 
of magic in between those two poles of magic. You have yellow magic for example. 
Calling someone “a silly banana,” for example is a form of yellow magic, you want to 
be careful of the yellow magic however it is quite bendy and not the sort of energy you 
want to be putting out into the world. You have many other types of magic. Grey magic, 
blue magic, purple, magic, diamond magic. We are not going to go too much into this, 
it is important for you to be aware of though so you can begin to bring more awareness 
to the magic you are spelling in the world. As there is much magic that is spoken with 
unconsciousness by the humanity. Curse words for example are a form of black magic, 
they are rooted in cursing. 

Your goal and the path we shine light for is to practice white magic and to become 
a master of the white magic. You may also like to use other forms as magic as you 
awaken to the inner wizard that is you, such as diamond magic, purple magic, sapphire 
magic- there is much magic. To make this simple and attune it to the highest vibrational 
frequency, we will be working with the diamond light and crystal light. We will also be 
working with Arch angel Michael who brings with him the sky blue diamond magic to 
facilitate the process. 
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What is important however is your daily practice and bringing your self awareness to 
your words and thoughts and actions as every thought is a form of magic, as is every 
word and action. Where the words, thoughts and actions that you practice day to day, 
set your vibrational frequency in a certain way, where your channel will attract this 
frequency. So I want to encourage you to let go of the curse words and to practice 
speaking and thinking as clean as possible. Cursing has been heavily conditioned 
throughout the collective consciousness, however it is not an angelic vibration of light, 
and could see to hold you back down the line. It is of course up to you and what sort of 
channel you want to be, what sort of frequency you wish to embody, I am here to simply 
raise the bar and shine light on your highest expression, mastery and potential. You are 
your own master however know that, you have your free will, and I honor that.

Something to understand in relation to the magic and all that you do for that matter is 
the laws of Karma and Dharma. Karma is negative cause and effect, where as Dharma 
is positive cause and effect. This universe is one of balance and equilibrium which is 
why the laws of Karma are such. If you hurt someone for example the laws of Karma are 
such where you will have to rebalance that hurt, you will have to experience and feel 
the capacity of all that you created for that person for equilibrium to be restored. So if 
you curse someone you only really curse yourself, where you will have to experience the 
effects of that curse to be free from that Karma, either in this life time or your future life 
times. So this is why you want to keep it clean as possible. When you bless someone you 
create Dharma which is the opposite to Karma. When you bless someone you create the 
equal effect throughout your reality of someone blessing you also. So this is why Dharma 
is the path to look towards, to be conscious of and to consciously create.

You create Dharma through your practice also. The more you show up and practice the 
better you shall be. You practice is what will get you the results. You may like to have 
a practice each day also sending love to the world. This will help you create Dharma, 
however you want to do it from a place of not wanting to create Dharma, a selfless place 
of service- here you can begin to see what it means to be a master of white magic, it is 
selfless and bares the highest of lights for all. 

So that is the first section complete, you now have a foundation introductory 
understanding to light language, the mechanics and History of it and why intention is 
important. 

Now is the fun part, and it is time for the real inner work to begin, and for you to begin 
to explore and get clear on you as a channel. Ask yourself:

1. Why do you want to be a light language channel? 
2. What are your goals through this course? 
3. What would you like to achieve? 

At the end of every section you will find light language. Your home work is to copy this 
light language following the instructions. This will assist you in connecting the nodal 
points within your brain, forming new neuron pathways, this facilitates the process. We 
guide you to write each piece as many times as you can, the more you write, the better 
you will become. The more work you put in the greatest results you can see. Where if 
you remember when you were younger learning to write ABC… abc… to be a master 
light language channel, your goal is precision. We will be teaching you how to let go 
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in channeling and how to flow in the next section, you want to fine tune your light 
language however throughout the process. 

You will also receive at the end of each section a vocal code, this is like a mantra for you 
to practice, this will assist you in opening vocally. You will be learning to channel your 
own language throughout this course, the light language you receive at the end of each 
section vocally and written is here to assist providing you with an activation template to 
assist you in remembering the language of your soul.

Here is your first Light language to practice speaking:

Sia-Om-Ma-Higher-Oo-May-Aluma-A-suma-ahoma

Affirm: I am ready to awaken to the light and wisdom of my soul.

You will also receive an Akashic Reset. These are the keys that have been given to 
humanity by Kryon. We mentioned the Akash earlier in this section, and we will be 
working with the Akash throughout. It is one of the most powerful ways to awaken 
the voice of your soul. All of your life times are in the Akash, past, present, future and 
parallel. Every thought every emotion, every skill, every potential time line is all in the 
Akash. The Akash assists you in awakening and embodying the different skills, abilities 
and states of mastery that you would like to. 

What this means is the master light language channel is in your Akash. The one who 
channels with ease. The one who channels in divine alignment and symphony. The one 
who writes with ease, grace, flow and divine precision. 

The keys of the Akashic reset you shall be learning throughout this course are here to 
assist you in activating what ever states you would like to from within your Akash.

You have Akashic membranes woven through your DNA which filter in and out the 
information that you take on through the Akash into your current embodiment. This is 
how Karma is passed down generation after generation, this is what determines the 
skills that comes so very natural to you over others. What the Akashic reset gives you 
the capacity to do, is to rewrite the information you take on through the Akash into your 
current embodiment. We provide you with Akashic commands to facilitate this process. 

You can understand the nature of the Akashic membranes woven through your DNA 
through studying the sacred geometry. We mentioned the 5th element earlier in 
this section- the element of the aether, represented by the dodecahedron this is the 
template of the Akash. The Akash and the aether being directly connected the aether 
is the template of the Akash. This is ancient wisdom that has been spoken of in mystery 
schools since the beginning of time. It can also be seen in studying the Sanskrit 
language. Which is a mathematical and deeply mystical language. Akash or Akasha in 
Sanskrit means the sky or the aether. So you have Akashic membranes woven through 
your DNA enabled by the aetheric element within you.

You can see this visually through the pentagon woven through your DNA structure, 
where this expands into the multidimensional structure of the dodecahedron. You 
can also see the hexagonal structure woven through your DNA. This is the Merkabah 
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template in multidimensional form, but we will come onto this later on. What is 
important to see here is the Akash in your DNA to facilitate the depth in Akashic 
activation through the Akashic reset keys.

What is important to understand about the Akashic reset is it up to you to alter your 
Akash. No one else can do that for you without your permission, so you must repeat the 
commands to apply them to you. The more you practice these commands the greater 
impact you shall see. You will receive lots of commands throughout this course to assist 
in activating in particular the master light language channel. These commands can be 
applied in many different ways however. Your Akash is big- it is infinite where  you have 
so much information in there and are always adding to it. Remember your future life 
times are there as well as your past. So really in this new energy you become the pioneer 
of your Akash, you navigate the direction you takes this and become the soul writer of 
your Akash. 

I provide you with Akashic templates for you to work with in each section. In the 
diamond membership you will also find audio Akashic reset activation meditations, 
these are to assist you in activating the new earth consciousness from within you where 
we work with the crystalline consciousness and diamond consciousness to facilitate this 
process. You have access to these meditations throughout the course, you can also 
download them so you have them forever to listen to.

You can access them here:

https://www.theschoolofcreation.com/akashic-reset-introduction

You want to be clear on what you are summoning from your Akash and not just summon 
anything for the sake of it or without awareness as to what you are summoning. This is 
a really powerful process and can work instantly for some, for others it can take longer, 
each person is different though. The effectiveness of these commands, depends on 
how open you are and your current state of consciousness, such as if you have previous 
experience with working with the Akashic records, which may enhance how quickly you 
integrate this wisdom, as many other factors. The more you practice however the deeper 
the activation shall be where you are in essence building a relationship with the Akash. I 
recommend you practice daily the Akashic reset keys and you shall upgrade very fast. 

The Akash is described as the mind of God, so be aware it is a divine Godly benevolent 
energy that you are working with through the Akash, it is conscious, it loves and it knows 
you so very well- it is you in essence. It is a relationship you build with the Akash, where 
it is personal, unique to you and deeply spiritual. The Akash the more you work with it 
can reveal to you wisdom unique to you, that can only truly be revealed in the realms 
of telepathy by the Akash itself. I share this with you because there is much you can 
discover through these records as you honor the divine benevolence inside. You receive 
a form of Akashic initiation as you work with these records, where as the days, weeks and 
years go on for those who work with, honor and respect the Akash, truly divine wisdom 
can be revealed. So there is more here, much more, these commands are really just the 
beginning of working with the Akash in this new energy, where much of what you can 
awaken to as you walk the path of spiritual growth, is for the inner master within you to 
discover. Enjoy the journey. 
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We guide you to first read the commands to understand them and to begin the initiation 
process with developing your relationship with the Akash and then you can read them 
again to apply them. Also with the meditations we guide you to listen to them, and to 
then repeat them within yourself if you would like the activation to be applied to you. 
Pay attention to your energy before and after. You may feel a deep shift within your 
consciousness. 

The commands go like this:

Akashic Commands 1

1.  Activate the wisdom of your soul:

Dear Akash benevolent that you are see this new energy I am in command. I command 
the activation into my embodiment now of the divine remembrance of the wisdom of 
my soul, throughout my DNA, throughout my cellular structure, throughout the atomic 
structure of my being, throughout my aetheric body, throughout all layers of my auric 
field, these are my commands do this now I have spoken.

2. Upgrade your New Earth Light body consciousness

Dear Akash I command the upgrading of my DNA to take on the wisdom, consciousness 
and embodiment of my New earth light body. Do this now I have spoken.

3. Crystalline consciousness light body upgrade

Dear Akash I command the purification and upgrading of my whole entire sacred human 
vessel with divine crystalline consciousness throughout my DNA, throughout my cellular 
structure, throughout the atomic structure of my being, throughout my aetheric body, 
throughout all layers of my auric field, these are my commands do this now I have 
spoken.

4. Diamond light body upgrade

Dear Akash I command the purification of my whole entire sacred human vessel with 
divine diamond light throughout my DNA, throughout my cellular structure, throughout 
the atomic structure of my being, throughout my aetheric body, throughout all layers of 
my auric field, these are my commands do this now I have spoken.

5. Light language channel Activation

Dear Akash I command the activation into my embodiment now of the one who 
remembers how to channel light language with ease, grace, balance and divine mastery, 
vocally, by hand and through movement. Do this now I have spoken.

Dear Akash I command the activation into my embodiment now, of the master light 
language channel that is balanced, aligned, grounded, elegant, effective, clear and 
pure throughout my being. Throughout my DNA, throughout my cellular structure, 
throughout the atomic structure of my being, throughout my aetheric body, throughout 
all layers of my auric field, these are my commands do this now I have spoken.
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Practice these commands every day, accompanied by the light language for the 
greatest results.

Homework

1.Practice light language code speaking: 
Sia-Om-Ma-Higher-Oo-May-Aluma-A-Suma-Ahoma

2.Practice wiriting this light language code:

3.Practice Akashic Commands

4. Take the code: Sia-Om-Ma-Higher-Oo-May-Aluma-A-suma-ahoma and play around 
with it:

a. Create 22 different combinations of the code. You may like to write the words 
and symbols on paper, cut them up and play with them moving them around with your 
fingers. You do not need to use all the syllables in the new combinations, rather explore 
and play with creating your own words from them. Some examples would be:

Sia-Om-Sia-Om-Aluma-Sia
Aluma-Ahoma-Sia-Om-Ma
Aluma-A-Suma-Aluma

b. Do the same with this symbolic code:

You can repeat certain syllables words and sounds. 

5. If you feel confident and want to take this to the next step, Create you first 
intuitive alphabet. Here feel into the sounds of every letter of the alphabet, you may like 
to use the light language code: Sia-Om-Ma-Higher-Oo-May-Aluma-A-Suma-Ahoma as 
a template of inspiration, equally if you feel called to experiment with your own sounds 
feel free to do so, the key is to play and enjoy the process. 

eg. 
A-sia
B- Om-Ma-Aluma-Ahoma
C- ahoma-Aluma
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A-
B-
C-
D-
E-
F-
G-
H-
I-
J-
K-
L-
M-
N-
O-
P-
Q-
R-
S-
T-
U-
V-
W-
X-
Y-
Z-
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